Ambulance Fees

Students transported by ambulance from campus to Middlesex Hospital with the school-sponsored insurance plan can expect the following fees based on the plan policy:

Student is responsible for the Plan Deductible of $250. Payment to Ambulance Service will be 80% of the usual and customary charge*. Student will be responsible for the remaining 20%. Expect the total fees to be in the $300-$400 dollar range. It could be higher if extra measures by an EMT were used during the ambulance ride.

Students with private insurance should check their individual plan policy for ambulance fee coverage.

*Usual and Customary: “The amount of money a health plan determines is the normal or acceptable range of charges for a specific health-related service or medical procedure. If your healthcare/service provider submits higher charges than what the health plan considers normal or acceptable, you may have to pay the difference.